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2DEEP SPACE CLIMATE OBSERVATORY (DSCOVR)
http://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/DSCOVR/mission.html
to monitor the constant stream of the solar wind and provide notice of activity 
that could generate solar storms, which in  turn could  disrupt radio 
communications, electrical grids, satellite operations and air travel 
DSCOVR Mission hosts NASA Earth-Observing Instrument:  the 




DSCOVR EPIC was launched 
on February 11, 2015 to 
an orbit near the Earth’s 
gravitational balance L1 
point where it started to 
obtain data in June 2015 
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4ØNASA’s EPIC collects simultaneously 
radiance data of the entire sunlit earth
ØLow orbit and geostationary satellites 
observe the Earth at a specific local 
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EPIC  (780 nm), SZA=24.97, STD=2.31




6ØNASA’s EPIC collects simultaneously 
radiance data of the entire sunlit earth
ØLow orbit and geostationary satellites 
observe the Earth at a specific local 




We focus on analyses of 
possible errors in Earth 
reflectivity due to sampling 
approaches of polar orbit 





















EPIC  (780 nm), SZA=24.97, STD=2.31










Precision,																															:																																					17.9%																														!"#$ (&'() −('()),&'(),#'()-"  






! = #$#%& 
!"#$%$ = " + (!"#$ Thresholds for cloud and ocean 
were selected to match the 
average fractional cloud cover 
(0.56) for tcloud<2 reported in 
Stubenrauch et al, BAMS,94, 2013
Vegetation: LAI>0.5, tcloud<2
Land: LAI<0.5, tcloud<2
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9EPIC REFLECTANCE IN NIR VS RED PLANE
Distribution of vegetated and land 
pixels follows regularities expected 
from physics
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EARTH’S GEOMETRIC ALBEDO (GLOBAL REFLECTANCE)
Yang et al (2018), EPIC Spectral Observations of Variability in Earth’s Global Reflectance. Remote Sensing, 10, 254
q shows a cycle of 24h at all channels
q depends on land-ocean ratio and cloud spatial and 
temporal distributions
q diurnal variations are determined by periodic changes in 
the land–ocean fraction
q displays seasonal variations
q the contributions from snow and ice in the polar regions 
is up to 2 to 6% in winter and 1 to 4% in summer
q the seasonal variations are mostly determined by the 
latitudinal distribution of oceanic clouds
Impact of the polar regions
24h cycle






Australia Africa S&N America 
SAMPLING BIAS STD VARIATION=S|Xi-1-Xi|
443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm
DSCOVR EPIC 0.283 0.22 0.223 0.247 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.030 0.100 0.113 0.120 0.192
Terra MODIS 1.07% 3.23% 3.65% 4.92% 0.033 0.033 0.037 0.052 0.567 0.633 0.700 0.860
Terra MISR 2.50% 4.61% 5.48% 5.74% 0.044 0.045 0.050 0.063 0.801 0.912 1.040 1.160
Aqua MODIS 2.86% 5.53% 5.94% 6.97% 0.028 0.030 0.036 0.055 0.374 0.488 0.590 0.778
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SAMPLING BIAS STD VARIATION=S|Xi-1-Xi|
443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm
DSCOVR EPIC 0.280 0.217 0.219 0.244 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.072 0.086 0.104 0.100
Terra MODIS 1.77% 4.09% 4.48% 6.07% 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.084 0.112 0.143 0.154
Terra MISR 1.77% 4.09% 4.48% 6.48% 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.128 0.153 0.180 0.202
Aqua MODIS 3.18% 5.45% 5.38% 6.48% 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.086 0.088 0.094 0.093
DAILY AVERAGE GEOMETRIC ALBEDO: August 2016
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MONTHLY AVERAGE GEOMETRIC ALBEDO, 2016
SAMPLING BIAS STD VARIATION=S|Xi-1-Xi|
443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm 443nm 551nm 680nm 780nm
DSCOVR EPIC 0.299 0.233 0.235 0.252 0.016 0.013 0.013 0.010 0.119 0.109 0.114 0.104
Terra MODIS 3.57% 5.99% 6.85% 7.79% 0.021 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.173 0.156 0.164 0.153
Terra MISR 4.29% 6.45% 7.76% 8.61% 0.022 0.018 0.018 0.016 0.189 0.172 0.181 0.167
Aqua MODIS 3.57% 5.99% 6.85% 7.79% 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.101 0.113 0.122 0.127
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Cloud and cloud free fractions are similar 





DAILY AVERAGE GEOMETRIC ALBEDO, August 2016 
Land:







1.2% 0.9% 1.4% 0.9% 2.7%
2.9%
2.9%
Terra MISR 1.8% 1.7% 1.9% 1.5%
Aqua MODIS 2.6% 3.2% 1.7% 2.5%
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Cloud free ocean 28.6%
Cloud free land 12.1%
Cloud free vegetation 1.3%
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MONTHLY AVERAGE GEOMETRIC ALBEDO, 2016







2.3% 1.2% 1.3% 1.3% 2.2% 2.2% 4.3% 2.5%
Terra MISR 3.5% 1.6% 1.6% 1.1% 2.2% 2.2% 8.9% 2.4%





qSpectral geometric albedo shows a cycle of 24h 
qBoth mean spectral reflectance and fractions of cloudy 
and cloud free pixels over Terra MISR/MODIS and 
Aqua MODIS swaths show strong diurnal variability 
qDaily and monthly average fractions over EPIC image 
and MISR/MODIS swaths exhibit similar behavior
qDaily and monthly average spectral reflectance over 
MISR/MODIS swaths tend to overestimate the 
spectral geometric albedo
qDifference in Terra MISR and Terra MODIS swaths 
minimally impacts daily and monthly average spectral 
reflectance 
qThe “swath” sampling may result in an inaccurate 
estimate of contributions from cloud, ocean, land and 
vegetation to the total Earth reflectivity
